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Recent concerns that psychological science may suffer
from a lack of replicability have prompted a methodological reorientation that values preregistration of
hypotheses and data-analysis plans, high statistical power,
exact replications, and the assessment of cumulative
knowledge through meta-analysis (Eerland, Sherrill,
Magliano, & Zwaan, 2016; Open Science Collaboration,
2015). This reorientation raises the question of how
exactly new and old findings ought to be combined.
Here, we outline a Bayesian approach that updates
knowledge about an effect as new studies become available. This method—Bayesian evidence synthesis—affords
several advantages: It provides a continuous measure of
evidence that indexes the degree of support for the null
hypothesis versus an alternative hypothesis (Monden
et al., in press), it distinguishes between evidence for the
absence of an effect versus absence of evidence for an
effect (e.g., Dienes, 2014), and it allows a continual
updating of knowledge as new studies appear, indefinitely and without a sampling plan or stopping rule (e.g.,
Rouder, 2014). Below, we highlight these advantages
using a concrete example concerning the effectiveness
of descriptive social norms in facilitating ecological
behavior.
Descriptive social norms indicate which behavior is
typical or normal in a given situation (Cialdini, Reno, &
Kallgren, 1990). Such information can influence people’s
behavior in important ways (P. W. Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini,
Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2007). In a widely cited study on
the effectiveness of descriptive social norms (Goldstein,
Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008), two groups of hotel guests
received different messages that encouraged them to reuse
their towels. One message simply informed the guests
about the benefits of environmental protection (the control condition), and the other message indicated that the

majority of guests actually reused their towels in the past
(the descriptive-social-norm condition). The results suggested that the latter message facilitated towel reuse
(Experiment 1—descriptive-social-norm condition: 44.1%
reuse, control condition: 35.1% reuse; p = .05; Experiment
2—descriptive-social-norm conditions (combined): 44.5%
reuse, control condition: 37.2% reuse; p = .03).
A search across all studies in the literature that cited
this original publication and a separate search combining
the terms “social norm” and “towel reuse” revealed five
replication experiments that assessed the proportion of
hotel guests who reused their towels, with a total sample
size of 2,466 participants (Bohner & Schlüter, 2014; Mair
& Bergin-Seers, 2010; W. P. Schultz, Khazian, & Zaleski,
2008). All five experiments arguably failed to replicate
the original finding (all ps > .14). However, this apparent
contradiction can be resolved by a Bayesian reanalysis.
In the first step of this reanalysis,1 we recorded how
many participants reused their towel in each of the two
conditions in all seven experiments. Next, for each experiment, we obtained a separate one-sided Bayes factor for
a test of equality of two proportions (e.g., Gunel & Dickey,
1974; Jamil, Marsman, Ly, Morey, & Wagenmakers, in
press; Jeffreys, 1961). In this analysis, the null hypothesis
was that the proportions of guests who did and did not
reuse their towels are equal, whereas the default alternative hypothesis was that the proportions are inde
pendent and uniformly distributed between 0 and 1,
with the added restriction that the proportion in the
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descriptive-social-norm condition is higher than in the
control condition.
Finally, we repeated the analysis for the combined
data across all seven experiments. For each experiment
individually and for the combined total, the posterior distribution of the log odds ratio and the corresponding
Bayes factors in favor of the descriptive-social-norm
hypothesis is displayed in the upper panel of Figure 1.2
The upper panel of Figure 1 reveals, first, that when
considered in isolation, none of the experiments provides
compelling evidence in favor of the descriptive-social-norm

hypothesis. The strongest Bayes factor (BF) comes from
Experiment 2 of Goldstein et al. (2008) and yields a modest BF10 of 2.03, which means that the data are only about
twice as likely to be obtained if the alternative hypothesis
is true than if the null hypothesis is true. Bayes factors
below 3 are commonly considered ambiguous or anecdotal ( Jeffreys, 1961). Three replication attempts also
yielded only weak evidence. Thus, the apparent contradiction in the literature may be attributed in part to the
infamous p-value “cliff effect” (Rosenthal & Gaito, 1963),
that is, the tendency to believe that findings with ps less

Data
Control
Social Norm
Bayes
Factor Reuse Throw Reuse Throw

Posterior Log Odds Ratio

Source
1. Goldstein, Cialdini, &
Griskevicius (2008), Exp. 1
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3. W. P. Schultz, Khazian, &
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0.35
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4. W. P. Schultz et al. (2008), Exp. 3
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Fig. 1. Bayesian reanalysis of seven experiments on the effectiveness of social norms on reuse of hotel towels, separately for each experiment and ordered by publication date. In the upper panel, gray circles indicate the posterior mean of the log odds ratio, and error bars
indicate 95% credible intervals. The corresponding Bayes factors in favor of the descriptive-social-norm hypothesis are also shown. Positive
log odds ratios and Bayes factors greater than 1 indicate evidence for the effectiveness of social norms. Raw data are shown separately for
participants who reused and for those who threw away their towels in each condition (descriptive social norm vs. control). The bottom panel
shows the progression of the Bayes factor in favor of the descriptive-social-norm hypothesis as the experiments became available over time.
This figure can also be downloaded from the Flickr Web site (https://flic.kr/p/E9XavM) and reproduced under Creative Commons license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/).
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than .05 are qualitatively different from those with ps
greater than .05.
Figure 1 also reveals that, when collapsed across
experiments, the data do provide strong evidence in
favor of the descriptive-social-norm hypothesis: BF10 =
36.89, which means that the data are about 37 times more
likely to be obtained if this hypothesis is true than if the
null hypothesis is true. For the combined data, the mean
log odds ratio is 0.25, and the 95% Bayesian credible
interval ranges from 0.11 to 0.39. In absolute terms, the
data indicate an average 6.2% increase in towel reuse in
the descriptive-social-norm condition if the alternative
hypothesis is true. Weighting this increase with the odds
(i.e., the Bayes factor) in favor of the alternative hypothesis yields a model-averaged increase of 6.0% (6.2 ×
36.89/(1 + 36.89)). This increase is modest, but—if
veridical—its impact would nevertheless be substantial
(e.g., in 2013, the European Union alone registered more
than 1.7 billion overnight hotel bookings; Eurostat, 2015).
Hotel owners who contemplate replacing their messages
with ones suggesting that most guests reuse their towels
may make an optimal decision by combining the evidence with an assessment of utilities (i.e., weighting the
costs and benefits of the possible actions; Lindley, 1985).
Although other statistical models can be specified to
analyze these findings (see the Supplemental Material
available online), the qualitative patterns of results is
robust: When analyzed individually, none of the experiments provides compelling evidence for the effectiveness
of descriptive social norms on towel reuse, but together
the experiments provide strong support. Note that the
analysis on the combined data assumed a fixed effect;
with only seven experiments and in the absence of strong
prior knowledge, we feel that a random-effects analysis
would be overly ambitious. Also, as our analysis included
only published data, its results are not immune to filedrawer problems or publication biases. Nevertheless, our
results do suggest a new interpretation of the nonsignificant findings.
As an alternative to Bayesian evidence synthesis, a
classical fixed-effects meta-analysis yields a mean log
odds ratio of 0.23 (95% confidence interval = [0.072,
0.381], p = .004) and is numerically consistent with the
Bayesian results. However, the classical analysis is unable
to quantify evidence for the null hypothesis, and it cannot discriminate between evidence for absence of an
effect versus absence of evidence for an effect (Dienes,
2014). Moreover, the classical results—p values as well as
confidence intervals—require adjustment depending on
the sampling plan and the stopping rule (Berger &
Wolpert, 1988). When studies arrive sequentially without
a well-defined stopping rule, the sample space of
possible outcomes is ill-defined, and the correction for
multiple testing becomes problematic (for classical

sequential meta-analysis, see Higgins, Whitehead, &
Simmonds, 2011; Wetterslev, Thorlund, Brok, & Gluud,
2008). In contrast, the Bayesian approach relies on the
data that were actually observed and allows evidence to
be seamlessly updated after every new study. As an
example, the lower panel of Figure 1 shows the evidential trajectory for the descriptive-social-norm-hypothesis
over time. Also, if additional data on towel reuse become
available, the analysis can be updated easily.
In sum, Bayesian evidence synthesis is a promising
meta-analytic approach. The example of towel reuse demonstrated how adding new studies lengthens the evidential trajectory (Fig. 1, lower panel). Furthermore, our
Bayesian analysis revealed that all current findings on
towel reuse are evidentially weak; when analyzed together,
however, they provide support for the hypothesis that
descriptive social norms can prompt people to alter their
behavior in ways that may benefit the environment.
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Notes
1. A detailed tutorial-style description of this reanalysis is in
the Supplemental Material available online and also at Open
Science Framework (https://osf.io/tz6xv/).
2. The Supplemental Material also contains the raw data and the
R code underlying Figure 1.
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